2001 montana van

The Pontiac Montana is a minivan that was sold by General Motors. Prior to the model year, it
was known as Pontiac Trans Sport. In , the Trans Sport added the Montana moniker as part of
an available trim package. The package proved so popular the line was renamed Montana in for
the US and for Canada. For , the van was redesigned with a higher, less aerodynamic nose to
resemble an SUV. The Montana name was also changed to Montana SV6. It was discontinued
after the model year in the United States because of slow sales, but continued to be sold in
Canada and Mexico until Since their introduction, the Pontiac minivans were GM's most popular
minivans among consumers in Canada. The Doraville, Georgia assembly plant which produced
the Montana closed on September 26, The Montana nameplate was used as a trim level of the
Pontiac Trans Sport van from to The Opel and Vauxhall were only sold in Europe, although
made in the same factory in the U. Chevrolet also introduced a nearly identical twin to Pontiac
save for its badging for European consumption, named the Chevrolet Trans Sport. Both of the
Buick GL8 minivans were only sold in China. The Pontiac Montana came in both short- and
long-wheelbase models. The Pontiac Montana was one of the few minivans which provided
seating for eight. For , the sport-style head restraints were dropped in favor of the conventional
head restraints the Venture and Silhouette offered; and the anti-lock brakes became optional, as
well as for the Venture, but remained standard for the Silhouette before Oldsmobile's demise in
New for this generation, cabin air filters were installed, and the filters can be accessed from
behind an access panel easily accessed from inside the glove compartment. The Montana
Thunder was the most up-level model of the Montana. Introduced in , Thunder featured special
"Thunder" badging, Thunder-specific 16" chrome 5-spoke rims, upgraded ride and handling
package, and a special spoiler on the back of the roof rack. Inside, the Montana Thunder had
special two-tone black and grey leather seating, and a perforated leather-wrapped steering
wheel. The Montana Thunder was produced in and , but for it was made an optional package on
Montana GTs called the "Chrome-Sport" package. Only the "Thunder" badges were
discontinued. Despite the Pontiac Montana's redesign in , Pontiac continued to sell the original
body style for the model year for fleet use. The last Montana rolled off the production line on
March 31, as a model. It was also ranked the "Worst Performing Vehicle". Some comments
made by the IIHS after the first test in were:. In the side impact test, it received 5 stars for front
passenger protection, and 5 stars rear passenger protection. However, the safety issues of the
Montana were addressed with the newer Montana SV6, which earned the highest rating of
"Good" given by the Insurance Institute in the frontal offset crash test. For the model year, the
Montana was updated to have a less aerodynamic design, like an SUV, resulting in its new
name, Montana SV6. The Montana SV6 used a 3. For , a 3. For , the 3. Consequently, the optional
AWD system was also dropped, since it could not handle the torque of the 3. A flex-fuel version
of the 3. In the United States and Mexico only the long-wheelbase version was sold. In Mexico ,
the Montana continued until the model year, with the 3. General Motors marketed it as the
Pontiac Montana SV6 , and it was almost identical to the discontinued North American version,
but not the Canadian-specification model. In some parts of Canada like Quebec , unsold models
were remarketed as Some of these were also adapted for collective taxi use in Toronto and
Montreal starting However, several months later, GM announced that the SV6 would be
discontinued after in the US market due to poor sales. Production for both Canada and Mexico
continued due to better sales in those two countries. The last SV6 for the U. From Wikipedia, the
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Grand Am. Grand Prix. Station wagon. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV.
Montana SV6. Personal luxury. If you can stomach the heavy doses of plastic trim both inside
and out, the Montana offers peppy performance and comfortable passenger accommodations in
a feature-laden package. Ever since it took on the Montana name and a pseudo-SUV marketing
angle, Pontiac's fun-to-drive minivan has been gaining attention as a worthy challenger to its
rivals. Like most other minivan makers, Pontiac offers a driver's-side sliding door, adding
optional power activation for And Pontiac's minivan can accommodate eight-passenger seating,
while other minivans cannot. Chrysler, Ford and Toyota vans feature removable third-row seats,
but they're heavy suckers to unload. This year, Montana can be equipped with a handy folding

back-row bench that creates a flat load floor when stowed. For motivation, Montana features a 3.
Around town, Montana feels downright spunky, with good throttle response and car-like
handling. Its four-speed automatic shifts seamlessly and braking is excellent for a 4,pound
vehicle. Front seats are comfy, and controls are easy to see and use. In the safety column, dual
front and side airbags are standard, as are antilock brakes and daytime running lights that
operate the parking lamps rather than the headlights. Puncture-sealant type tires and a rear
window defogger are standard, as is a ventilation system that features a replaceable pollen
filter. OnStar communications is standard for , making it easy to call for help should the need
arise. Rear-seat audio controls can be had with uplevel radios or a CD unit, and
extended-wheelbase models can be fitted with MontanaVision, a factory integrated rear-seat
entertainment system that includes an overhead LCD monitor larger for , a VCP, and
video-game inputs. New this year is an available in-dash six-CD changer. For soccer dads and
moms who are sport sedan wannabes, there's an optional sport performance and handling
package that offers upgraded tires on racy wheels, special storage and a sport-tuned
suspension with automatic load leveling and traction control. Montana is, indeed, well packaged
and versatile. But it isn't perfect. While the automatic sliding doors are great, they don't work
exactly like a typical elevator door. Designed to reverse direction when they determine that an
object is blocking the closure path, they need a stern reminder that you are in the way. Teach
kids that they are, indeed, strong enough to push them back. Available styles include 7-Seat 4dr
Ext Minivan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Pontiac Montana. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Pontiac lease specials Check out Pontiac Montana lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Weak offset crash-test scores, uncomfortable rear seats, cheap interior materials.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Updated styling and more feature content top the list of changes to the Montana for ,
but perhaps most importantly, GM has figured out how to provide buyers with a third-row seat
that flips and folds to create a flat load floor in extended-length models. New standard features
include OnStar communications, power windows, a CD player and remote keyless entry. A rear
parking aid sensor, power driver-side sliding door and an in-dash six-discCD changer are new
options. Read more. Write a review See all 39 reviews. Time for another vehicle. I bought my
mini-van in , and it had 95, miles on it. For the first two years, it did great. I took it on vacations
with no problems whatsoever. And the best part was that there was plenty of room for everyone.
In , I had to replace the head gasket and intake gaskets. It had been overheating. That's been the
biggest expense. Recently, at , miles I've noticed that if I turn the AC on for long periods of time
when driving, it tends to run hot. I have not let it overheat, but it does run hot. I'm also noticing
the transmission is sticking. The power sliding door has a mind of its own, sometimes works
and sometimes not. Read less. Runs great for all the abuse I give it! I now have just over miles. I
drive to miles per day. Only issue is that it has gone thru a couple of front wheel hubs. This van
has never left me stranded. Nice design but poor quality. We like the performance of the van.
But we do not like the braking. The pedal feels like it goes to the floor and the van takes forever
to stop. Original tires only last 20, miles or less. We have had numerous repairs like: Air
conditioner, Torque converter, Intake manifold gasket, power door, computer replaced, stereo
replaced, and worn out brake rotors after only 40, miles. Make sure you buy the extended
warranty, because I think you will need it. We loved the gas mileage this van got, and the space
and comfort was superb, as was the interior configuration. However since we bought it used it
had no manufacture warranty, nor dealer warranty. Then the bearings went out, and both sets of
brakes as well as all the shocks and struts. We only put 25, miles on it when we owned it. We
traded it for an SUV, it is a sad loss we loved our van greatly. See all 39 reviews of the Used
Pontiac Montana. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk
Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 5 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Montana. Sign
Up. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Please call today Come see why

we are the 1 Chevrolet dealership in the Midwest and 18 in the entire country. On top of that we
have also been awarded Dealer of the year the last 4 years. Proudly serving: St. While we make
every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy. Dealer not responsible for computer or human error,
dealer reserves the right to change prices due to human or computer error. While we make
every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy, Dealer is not responsible for computer or human
error and reserves the right to change prices if such error occurs. Description: Used Pontiac
Montana. We are open and ready to serve you! Shop safely and conveniently from the comfort
of your home. To Protect Your Safety, we are currently offering Home Services:Virtual Tour of
Vehicle: We will use live interactive video chat to give you a virtual walk around of any vehicle
we have in stock. Test Drive at Home: We will bring the vehicle to your home for a no-obligation
test drive. Local Home Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, we will deliver the vehicle to your home or
a place of your choosing. Come take it for a test drive at Piehl Motors today. Piehl Motors:
Simply Unbeatable! Herlong Chevrolet Buick Inc. Shall not be responsible for errors, omissions,
or availability. As you know, the best deals move FAST Summary This Pontiac was traded in
because of the issues its year and mileage. Do not buy this vehicle as a starter vehicle for a son
or daughter. Please do not consider purchasing this vehicle unless you have extensive
mechanical knowledge and ability. This vehicle is posted for sale due to automated processes
and is deemed 'wholesale'. We as Rogers-Dabbs Chevrolet do not represent this vehicle as
reliable or dependable. This Pontiac can fail on you at any moment, at any time. This vehicle
does not have a 7 day, 14 day, 30 day, 90 day, or any amount of days warranty. All sales are
final. Only in-person cash offers are accepted after visual inspection of potential buyer.
Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Not valid with any other offers. See dealer for
details. Extended Passenger Van 3. This Pontiac Montana delivers a Gas V6 3. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Trim Base 6. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 5. Engine Type Gas 6. Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 7. Cylinders 6 cylinders 6. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 7 out of 7
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Time for another vehicle. I bought my mini-van in , and it had
95, miles on it. For the first two years, it did great. I took it on vacations with no problems
whatsoever. And the best part was that there was plenty of room for everyone. In , I had to
replace the head gasket and intake gaskets. It had been overheating. That's been the biggest
expense. Recently, at , miles I've noticed that if I turn the AC on for long periods of time when
driving, it tends to run hot. I have not let it overheat, but it does run hot. I'm also noticing the
transmission is sticking. The power sliding door has a mind of its own, sometimes works and
sometimes not. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2001 grand prix interior
2009 acura tl interior
3000gt tail lights
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service

History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

